
Ask for the Oxford range
Sliding Sash Windows



Heritage and cutting edge
Traditional sliding sash windows have been enhancing 
homes for hundreds of years. It’s hardly surprising:  
these elegant windows look just as good on a Georgian, 
Victorian or Edwardian home as they do on a modern 
architect-designed one. 

Windows that are as individual as your home
Your windows will feature beautiful Ovolo detailing and decorative horns that 
replicate the elegant design of traditional wooden sashes. They will also have an 
anti-jemmy weather strip for additional security and Ultralift or Torso balances that 
will make your windows a breeze to open and close.

There is also a wealth of choice to help you tailor your windows to your precise 
requirements. For example, there is a choice of cills and optional Astragal or 
Georgian bars. A deep bottom rail option gives the authenticity of a timber 
box sash where that’s a consideration. Arched windows are also an 
option, whether you’re replacing an existing arched window or 
creating a stunning feature window. 

You can choose the colour that’s right for you too. White, 
cream or an elegant woodgrain finish might be for you. 
But you can also choose any RAL colour or even dual 
colours for a perfect interior and exterior finish.

You and your home are unique, so your 
windows need to be just as individual. Ask 
your installer about the options that will 
create your perfect windows.

Quality handcrafted  
as standard

Our windows use the Spectus profile system, 
which is renowned in the industry for its 

superb quality and intelligent design. Each one 
of your windows will be handcrafted to order 

because we know that one size doesn’t fit all. 

Our PVC-U vertical sliders take all the beauty of their wooden counterparts and 
combine them with modern technological advances so they are easy to maintain and 
offer all the energy saving benefits that double glazing brings. It means that even if your 
home is in a conservation area, there’s no need to choose between period looks and 
environmental considerations.
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Environment matters
Our windows have superior thermal protection and excellent 
weathering performance, helping to keep your home snug, your 
bills down and reduce your carbon footprint.

Your new windows will have other environmental advantages 
too. PVC-U is a sustainable product with a lifespan of 350 years. 
We work in partnership with Spectus who ensure that PVC-U 
offcuts – and your old windows, if you’re replacing existing 
PVC-U units – are recycled to create a new generation of long-
life PVC-U products.

It means that by choosing PVC-U you’re reducing your impact 
on the environment in more ways than one.

Windows that are as safe as houses
Our vertical sliders are CE marked in line with the latest 
legislation and BBA-approved, so you know you’re investing 
in a quality product. What’s more, they come with a ten year 
guarantee for complete peace of mind. 



All information in this publication is provided for guidance only and is given 
in good faith. As it is company policy to continually improve products, 
methods and materials, changes of specification may be made from time to 
time without prior notice. This statement does not affect your statutory rights. 
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Ask for the Oxford Range
Because heritage and cutting-edge can go hand-in-hand


